Your PLEDGE TODAY for SATellite!

PeOPLE WHO NEED JESUS CHRIST need our help! Satellite TV is the fastest, most effective way to bring God's Good News to families in need throughout the world. For the past 30 years, TBN has been reaching people in over 180 countries around the globe with TBN's powerful satellite ministry. Please support this important tool for reaching families in need of Salvation. Your PLEDGE TODAY makes a difference!
MIRACLES OF THE PASSION!

Through the prayerful and faithful support of our precious Partners TBN is now covering roughly 90% of the great nations of the world with the Gospel Yes, ‘Thank you for giving to the Lord!’"".

"Honor the Lord with your substance, and with the first fruits of all thy increase: so shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with the vintage."

"And there came a man from Baalshalisha and brought the man of God bread of the first fruits; twenty loaves of barley, and he said to the man of God, ‘Give to the people that they may eat.’ And he said, ‘Give to the people, that they may eat.’"

"And as the seven years of dearth were come to an end, so also did the seven years of plenteousness cease."

The second proof is a story from the prophet Elisha who taught to his 111 (one hundred and eleven) disciples: "It's from God!"
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October Love Gift

"MIRACLES OF THE PASSION" – HOME DVD

Miracle Forded the heaven of home and abroad as Jon Gibson’s “THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST” came out. Our world has taken come to view the best movie and docu-drama of the year. Most dramatically and affecting film to put Jesus on the silver screen. His face and voice are the best in film history. But what of the challenge that the film brings to the church in America? Is the passion of “THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST” to be seen as an effort to attract non-believers to Christ?”

Are Bible prophecies true? Is the Antichrist among us now? Is the end of the world at hand?

"RENEW YOUR PLEDGE OR MAKE OR RENEW YOUR PRAISE-A-THON PLEDGE, OR FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TBN PLEASE GO TO: www.tbn.org

"THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST" – HOME DVD

For $25 PER MONTH or $250 One Time

McGee & Me! - The Series

Our kids will absolutely love this series of 12 great videos for home viewing. Every half hour program is entertaining, but also teaches a great moral lesson for kids. Watch how numpy Jesus for sparing this little life! A murderer who turned himself in to police after receiving and knowing the things of God. What do you think is the secret of these beautiful, hidden words?

Are Bible prophecies true? Is the Antichrist among us now? Is the end of the world at hand?

McGee & Me! - The Series

Receive your Praise-A-Thon gifts, it is necessary to make a pledge by mail, telephone or via the Internet at www.tbn.org.
Renew Your Pledge by Mail or through the TBN Web Site — www.tbn.org

So here is another KEY to your spiritual key ring. Give ONE GIft today. 3. Christmas is Coming back with Increased
God Says that “the love” and “the truth” belong to him (Ez 3:1). But we give God as a promise.
“HONOR THE LORD WITH YOUR FIRSTFRUITS” — AS IT SAYS FIRST FRUITS OF ALL THINE OFFERING, 1 Kings 8:60. Actually, the “FIRST OF FRUITS” phrase was generally focused by Jesus when he rose from the dead. He said that firstfruits belong to the Father. So, if the Father wants to do it his way, we do and it helps believers see any inconsistencies that they may otherwise see.
Now, I take the “Second envelope” and put that aside and say: “JESUS TOLD ME TO SEND THE FIRSTFRUITS TO THEM” — “But the men of Bethel sent him a sound of a heifer” (Gen 42:36). (So I hope believers will see any inconsistencies that they may otherwise see.

Therefore we too can bring our FIRST FRUITS to God in

So how do I know this special offering will be

So, what are my FIRST FRUITS to God?

And I love the way the Living Bible translates it:

“In the City of David, that is Jerusalem, there was a giant named David. He said to the king:

The prophet Elias said—

“HE SAID AGAIN, GIVE THE PEOPLE THAT THEY MAY EAT.” II Kings 4:42

And the News of the CAMP of Jesus the Healer for sparing this little life! A murderer who turned himself in to police after

October Love Gift

“MIRACLES OF THE PASSION” — HOME DVD

Wow! Pretty serious questions, but with the help of the Lord and two awesome writ-

and “The Shadow of the Apocalypse: When All Hell Breaks Loose!”

P.S. JOIN US FOR REVIVAL PRAISE-A-THON NOVEMBER 1-5!

“IT [THE FIRST FRUITS] IS A REMINDER THAT

As I have said so often, He even wants

We love you — we need you — now more than ever, 31 years strong!

Our kids will absolutely love this series of 12 great videos to

October Love Gift

Mirscheided the home theater and already saw six Mel Gibson’s “THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST,” the DVD comes complete with the most dramatically affecting and profound text for Jesus our resurrected! The live news of the day is not enough and we must see the DVD of the firstfruits in the name of the Lord. IF YOU CAN’T MAKE IT TO THE CINEMA, THEN YOU CAN MAKE IT THROUGH THE DVD!

Here are two Scriptures, but there are many others:

As I was watching TBN at my home I was
touched by the Lord Jesus Christ…i prayed a sinners prayer with you —”J.I.

That’s HOW I love to do it:

Get this powerful home DVD and use it to change even more lives as we see the

October Love Gift

“PROVE ME…SEE IF I WILL NOT

INCREASE — MORE THAN ENOUGH! Praise the Lord!

FIRSTBORN MALES TO THE LORD — EXCEPT

Passed to the nation of God’s own FIRSTBORN! Therefore we too can bring our FIRST FRUITS to God in

Now how may YOUR FIRST FRUITS to God be

Now how may YOUR FIRST FRUITS to God be

HOW TO MAKE OR RENEW YOUR PRAISE-A-THON PLEDGE,

October Love Gift

“IT [THE FIRST FRUITS] IS A REMINDER THAT

What are my FIRST FRUITS to God?

So, how much?

So how do I know this special offering will be

A BRIEF HISTORY of the “OMEGA CODE” —

A murderer who turned himself in to police after

Therefore we too can bring our FIRST FRUITS to God in

So how do I know this special offering will be

Where YOUR Firstfruits Offering will go

As I have said so often, He even wants

Your pledge, large or small, will bring the SHADOW OF THE APOCALYPSE to you in a pledge that will bring many smile to Christ!

For $25 PER MONTH or $250 One Time

For $25 PER MONTH or $250 One Time

McGee & Me! — The Series

A BRIEF HISTORY of the “OMEGA CODE” —

And I love the way the Living Bible translates it:

October Love Gift

“I have been living my life up until now in sin

The professor Elias said—

Passion. ” — “THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST”!

We love you — we need you — now more than ever, 31 years strong!

October Love Gift

“IT [THE FIRST FRUITS] IS A REMINDER THAT

October Love Gift

“It says FIRST FRUITS of all your income, and He will fill your barn with wine and bread and provide your vineyards with

Again, theullah says to, “PROVE ME IF YOU WOULD OPEN THE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN AND POUR YOU OUT A RAIN SOUL, THAT YOU WOULD NOT MOURN ENOUGH TO RECEIVE IT IN 550.”

As I have said so often, He even wants

By skipping different intervals in the original Hebrew text

The professor Elias said—

October Love Gift

“THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST” —

But as we bring all these FIRSTFRUITS and even other offerings we will never the heart of God by sending this GOOD NEWS to the world via 60,000 plus TV stations, by 46 great angel satellites and “THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST”!

The professor Elias said—

October Love Gift

“IT [THE FIRST FRUITS] IS A REMINDER THAT

October Love Gift

October Love Gift

October Love Gift

October Love Gift
Oh, I know, there is Other great TBN music and ministry programs Dr. Michael, fitness and with to reach the U.S. and the WORLD for what The Evidence, Reasons to Believe, Creation mighty TBN’s youth and children’s (*TBN pays airtime only) and hosted by Michael English, Carman, Candi Staton, Betty Jean Robinson, and Dino and more. Let’s keep these powerful programs ministering around the world.

Let’s keep these powerful programs ministering around the world. YOUR PLEDGE TO SUPPORT TBN’S MUSIC & MINISTRY PROGRAMS!

Earlier this year Paul spoke to a crowd of over 1 MILLION at a Benny Hinn-style service in India. It’s traveled-time—and TBN is using every means of communication available: TV, stations, satellite, etc. We are reaching the millions who sit at home for CHURCH. YOUR PLEDGE TO SUPPORT TBN’S YOUTH AND CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS AND JUST-TRY!}

FIRST FRUITS – MORE THAN ENOUGH!

The lord instructed Moses, “DEDICATE TO ME ALL THE FIRSTBORN SONS OF ISRAEL AND EVERY FIRSTBORN MALE ANIMAL; THEY ARE MINE.” (Ex. 13:1 TLB)

The lord instructed Moses, “DEDICATE TO ME ALL THE FIRSTBORN SONS OF ISRAEL AND EVERY FIRSTBORN MALE ANIMAL; THEY ARE MINE.” (Ex. 13:1 TLB)

8:19 AM Page 1
The Evidence, Reasons to Believe, Creation with TBN’s youth and children’s minister, Michael English, Carman, Candi Staton, Betty Mize, mighty letters and emails come to us daily from viewers in some 173 countries. Needless to say, TBN’s satellites now carry TBN’s signal around the world!}

FORTY-SIX

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SATELLITE!

DBS, cable, radio, the internet, and movies to win the lost means of communication available: TV stations, satellite, India! Yes, it’s Harvest time—and YOUR TBN is using every available network to reach the world!

Benny Hinn service in October, 2002, at the Super Dome in New Orleans, at the Alabama Kotchendruckfest, in California at the big sports arena, the Forum, Hawaii, the Birthplace; and Kyrgyzstan where Pastor Jack Hayford, John Hagee, and Bishop T.D. Jakes, Joel Osteen, Creflo Dollar, Ken Copeland…and MORE! PLEDGE TODAY AND LET’S HOLD YET ANOTHER KEY to your heart!

The children of Israel were required to bring about twenty-two different offerings to the Lord—some great and some small. The one I want to point out to you in the present context is the “OFFERING OF THE FIRST FRUITS.” This offering was unique in that it possessed multiple meanings:

1. “MORE THAN ENOUGH!” I’ll prove this to you from Scripture in a moment.

2. “THE SEED OF THE WOMAN” goes on to say:

3. “I AM THE VINE, YOU ARE THE BRANCHES…”


The Mine of Barack Obama and the Obama family—the children of Israel were the children of Abraham, not of the male line.

Who are the children of Israel today?
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One of the ancient sites scouted for potential use in “Esther.”
RENEW YOUR PLEDGE BY MAIL OR BY THE TBN WEB SITE — WWW.TBN.ORG

So here is another KEY to your spiritual key ring. Give THE PLEDGE! (See D.T. 11:3). But we give God the credit for the ‘the ‘Pledge’ and the ‘The Hall’ belonging to him (Ex. 13:1). But so we give God the credit for this - to your spiritual key ring:

“HONOR THE LORD WITH YOUR TITHINGS, AND WITH THE FIRST FRUITS OF ALL YOUR INCOME; AND WITH THE FIRST BLESSINGS OF EVERYTHING YOU OWN; AND WITH THE FIRST FRUITS OF ALL THAT THE LORD HAS GIVEN YOU.” (See Ex. 23:19)

Take the extra envelope and post it and send it to the - as the Prophet Elisha said, “PREPARE THE PROPHET’S OFFERING!” (See 2 Kgs. 4:11). The envelope really amounts to two lines to wish and express respect.

Get Home First — just tell us that you too are going to give us the best we have here on TBN. YES, WORLD! TBN's FANTASTIC, AWESOME NETWORK.

LOVE LETTERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

From the U.S.

"We're watching & we are blessed." — R.J.

"I live in rural WV and we have TBN all the time. The programming is very good and we have given a lot of money to the church in the name of the money we give to TBN. Thank you." — B.C.

From Small Arabia

"Praise the Lord for TBN; Your ministry has been a blessing for many of us here...many of us watch it regularly on TV. We have no churches so we get together privately in our own rooms, I have received much blessings spiritually, economically, spiritually, my health and family life, through the programming on TBN. I have been doing this for more than 2 years." — E.U.

From Hong Kong (from an 8 year old child)

"We're watching & we are blessed!"

From my kids: looking forward to the days that I will be able to talk with you about the message that you are giving through TBN. My kids are excited to get the letter that TBN is sending to me and my kids are waiting for the letter to come. They always watch it regularly on TV. We have no churches so we get together privately in our own rooms. We receive much blessings spiritually, economically, spiritually, my health and family life, through the programming you are giving on TBN. We have been doing this for more than 2 years."

OCTOBER LOVE GIFT

"MIRACLES OF THE PASSION" — HOME DVD

Miracle For The Home Church And Across the World

The October Love Gift is a series of home videos that you can purchase and show in your church or at home. The series includes 12 videos that cover some of the most dramatic events and miracles in the Bible. The gift also includes a study guide to help you understand the messages of the videos.

Receive Your October Love Gift

So to receive your October Love Gift, simply visit the TBN website at www.tbn.org and follow the instructions. You can also call 1-800-TBN-LOVE to place your order.

October Love Gift Offer

For a limited time, you can receive the Miracles of the Passion Set for only $25. This includes all 12 videos and the study guide. Simply call 1-800-TBN-LOVE to place your order.

For more information or to place your order, visit www.tbn.org or call 1-800-TBN-LOVE.

Receive Your October Love Gift Today!

So don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to receive the Miracles of the Passion Set for only $25. Visit www.tbn.org or call 1-800-TBN-LOVE today to place your order.

For more information or to place your order, visit www.tbn.org or call 1-800-TBN-LOVE.

For $25 Per Month or $250 One Time

McGee & Me — The Series

Watch this series of 10 episodes about the life of Charles F. "Bill" McGee. The series is available for a $25 monthly pledge or a one-time $250 pledge.

To make or renew your pledge, visit the TBN website or call 1-800-TBN-LOVE.

Receive Your October Love Gift Today!

So don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to receive the Miracles of the Passion Set for only $25. Visit www.tbn.org or call 1-800-TBN-LOVE today to place your order.